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ABSTRACT
The bithorax complex (BX-C) of Drosophila,
one of two complexes that act as master regulators of the body
plan of the fly, is included within a sequence of 338,234 bp
(SEQ89E). This paper presents the strategy used in sequencing SEQ89E and an analysis of its open reading frames. The
BX-C sequence (BXCALL) contains 314,895 bp obtained by
deletion of putative genes that are located at each end of
SEQ89E and appear to be functionally unrelated to the BX-C.
Only 1.4% of BXCALL codes for the three homeodomaincontaining proteins of the complex. Principal findings include
a putative ABD-A protein (ABD-AII) larger than a previously
known ABD-A protein and a putative glucose transporter-like
gene (1521 bp) located at or near the bithoraxoid (bxd),
infra-abdominal-2 (iab-2) boundary on the opposite strand
relative to that of the homeobox-containing genes.

before invertebrates and vertebrates diverged from a common
ancestor over 500 million years ago.
With the availability of the complete sequence of the BX-C,
as herein reported,$ the stage is now set to integrate the varied
types of genetic, biochemical, and developmental studies of the
BX-C with the actual sequence. This paper presents an overview of the strategy used in obtaining the BX-C sequence, as
well as an analysis primarily of the coding portion of that
sequence. An analysis of the noncoding regions of the BX-C
sequence is the subject of the accompanying paper (53).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Directed Sequencing Strategy. The BX-C is located in the
89E region of the salivary-gland chromosomes. A sequence,
SEQ89E, of 338,234 bp was generated from a set of six partially
overlapping P1 bacteriophage clones (Fig. 1). The P1 library
was made from an isogenic, multiple mutant strain (y; cn bw
sp) (21). The DNA of these clones was sheared and the
resultant fragments, averaging 3 kb in size, were subcloned.
The subclones were ordered by a PCR-based screening method
(22). The 'y6 transposon was inserted into a minimal set of
them to generate primer sites (23). The sites of transposon
insertion were mapped by PCR and had an average spacing of
300-400 bp. Both strands were sequenced using automated
fluorescent DNA sequencing technology (Applied Biosystems
Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing). Areas of ambiguity between the strands were resolved by resequencing using custom
oligonucleotides as primers (24). Details of the sequencing
strategy will be reported elsewhere.
ORF Analysis. SEQ89E has been analyzed for potential
protein-coding regions. ORFs of >100 aa were identified by
the DNA Inspector Ile ORF/peptide analysis program (Textco, West Lebanon, NH) and their codon preference was
determined with the CODONPREFERENCE program (25). A
total of 60 ORFs showing good Drosophila codon usage and an
additional 15 with low codon preference but exceptional size
(>200 aa) were compared with the sequences in public data
bases by use of the FASTA (26) and BLASTX (27) programs for
protein similarities. To search the entire sequence for putative

The bithorax complex (BX-C) of Drosophila is a set of master
control genes that play a major role in determining the body plan
of the fruit fly (1). Historically, the genetic studies of the original
homeotic mutants of the BX-C, isolated principally by Bridges,
Stem, Schultz, and Hollander (see ref. 2), were undertaken to test
the cytologically based hypothesis of Bridges that the Drosophila
genome contains naturally occurring tandem gene duplications
(3). It was not until the discovery of the homeobox (HOX) (4, 5)
that the hypothesis received strong molecular support. The high
degree of conservation of these genes rapidly led to the identification of additional proteins of the two complexes and to the
discovery of the genes in vertebrates as well as other invertebrates.
The next stage was the identification of the various transcription
units of the BX-C: those producing protein-coding transcriptsUltrabithorax (Ubx) (6), abdominal-A (abd-A) (7), and Abdominal-B (Abd-B) (8-10)-and those producing noncoding transcripts-bithoraxoid (bxd) (11) and infra-abdominal-4 (iab-4)
(12, 13).
Genetic studies have identified cis-regulatory regions of the
BX-C that are involved in controlling the development of
specific organs and body structures; 12 such regions are now
known (14-16). Thus, the anterobithorax (abx), bithorax (bx),
and postbithorax (pbx) regions function in the wild type to
promote development of the third thoracic segment into a
haltere-bearing instead of a wing-bearing segment. Nine regions from bxd to iab-9, inclusive, determine the pattern of
differentiation of abdominal segments A1-9, respectively.
In all vertebrates and many invertebrates thus far studied,
the BX-C and the related Antennapedia complex (ANT-C)
(17) form a single tightly linked cluster, termed the homeotic
complex (HOM-C) (18). In vertebrates the HOM-C is present
in four partially redundant copies (19, 20), a situation that
suggests it plays a vital and indispensable role in the development of these organisms as well. The HOM-C must have arisen

genes we also used GENEFINDER (28) employing Drosophila
codon usage files (Frank Eeckman, personal communication).

RESULTS
The assembled sequence generates a restriction map of EcoRI
sites consistent with the previously determined physical map of
these sites (14, 15), given that they were done for different strains.
A correlation of the molecular map of SEQ89E and the genetic
map of the BX-C is shown in Fig. 1 A and B. Boundaries of 11 of
the cis-regulatory regions of the complex are as yet very approx-
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Abbreviations: ORF, open reading frame; LDL, low density lipoprotein.
1IThe SEQ89 sequence reported in this paper has been deposited in the
GenBank data base (accession no. U31961).
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FIG. 1. Correlation of molecular and genetic maps of the BX-C. (A) Boundaries of cis-regulatory regions, delineated by hatched vertical lines,
are only approximately known. Size and positions of P1 bacteriophage BX-C inserts (D1-D1O) are shown by horizontal lines. Numbers below the
line refer to the map positions in kilobases. The bases numbered 1 and 313,000 correspond approximately to +204 kb and -100 kb, respectively,
on the BX-C walk. (B) The transcription map is based upon intron-exon mapping, cDNA, and computer analysis (see Table 1). Transcription units
include homeobox-containingAbd-B, abd-A, and Ubx; the noncoding bxd and iab-4; and the open reading frames (ORFs) and predicted candidate
genes. Arrows indicate the direction of transcription. The predicted genes labeled W, X, Y, and Z refer to two LDL receptor "a" repeats, serine
protease-like, chaperonin-containing t-complex protein -y subunit-like, and no-on transient A-like, respectively (see Table 1). (C) G+C composition
of SEQ89E was calculated for 1-kb windows, spaced every 100 bp. (D) G+C composition for a third-order Markov chain generated-random
sequence of SEQ89E was calculated as in C.

imate and based principally on breakpoints of chromosomal
rearrangements which were detected by their suppression of
transvection (29). The sequence is numbered starting at the distal
orAbd-B end of the complex in accordance with the direction of
transcription. The lengths of the three homeobox-containing
transcription units Abd-B, abd-A, and Ubx are 44.6 kb (from
11,204 to 55,760), 22.4 kb (from 153,391 to 175,816), and 78.1 kb
(from 242,867 to 320,921), respectively. We have compared the
sequence of the homeodomain-containing protein-coding regions of these three transcription units in BXCALL with the
corresponding published sequences of those regions. Several
base-pair changes were detected, presumably owing to strain
variations. In the Abd-B unit (16) of 493 codons there are eight
third-base substitutions; in the abd-A unit (7) of 330 codons, none;
and in the Ubx unit (6) of 389 codons there are two changes, a
third-base substitution and a first-base A -* T substitution at
position 244,057 resulting in a conservative amino acid change of

asparagine to tyrosine.
The base composition of SEQ89E consists of 29.19% A,
29.11% T, 20.67% G, and 21.03% C. A plot of the G+C
content of the complex (Fig. 1C) confirms the well-known
higher A+T content of invertebrate cis-regulatory regions.
Sustained peaks high in G+C correlate well with known or
likely protein-coding regions. An exception is a single peak
mapping to the third intron of the Ubx transcription unit.
Novel ORFs Within the BX-C. SEQ89E was searched for
ORFs that have (i) codon usage consistent with that of other
Drosophila genes and (ii) some degree of similarity to DNA
sequences in the GenBank .data base (Table 1). Perhaps the
most remarkable ORF is located at or near the boundary
between bxd and iab-2, but on the opposite strand (Fig. 1). It
predicts a gene that lacks introns in its coding region (positions
195,089-193,569) and encodes a putative protein of 507 aa that
starts with a methionine. It is 23.9% identical and 38.7%
similar to a human glucose transporter type 3 (GLUT3)
protein (Table 1 and Fig. 24). These percentages are significant by the normalized alignment score (39).
A second finding is an ORF that is capable of encoding a
putative second ABD-A protein and is located directly con-

tiguous with the third exon of the abd-A transcription unit. It
is 260 aa longer at the amino-terminal end than the previously
described ABD-A protein of 330 aa (7) (Fig. 3).
Two other putative candidate genes could be of interest,
although they have poor Drosophila codon usage. The first is an
ORF of 426 aa that maps to the third intron of Ubx, where its
position correlates, as already mentioned, with a high G+C peak;
however it lacks a homolog in the public data base. Interestingly,
the 3' end of a nonpolyadenylylated transcript of 4.7 kb, expressed
early in embryogenesis, apparently maps close to or within this
peak (40). The second is candidate gene 5 that GENEFINDER
identifies, albeit with a low score (26.22). It maps near or at the
boundary of the iab-5 and iab-6 cis-regulatory regions and extends
from bp 98,375 to bp 103,713. This putative gene contains an
estimated nine exons and encodes a putative protein of 425 aa
that lacks a homolog in the public data bases. It is not an essential
gene. Thus the homozygote for a deficiency Df(3)iab-4,5DB that
deletes iab-4, iab-5, and part of iab-6 (15, 16), and therefore this
gene, survives as an adult and expresses only the expected
homeotic transformations.
ORFs That Define the Limits of the BX-C. Fortunately
SEQ89E includes several ORFs at the proximal and distal ends
of the sequence that code for putative proteins (Table 1) not likely
to be related to the BX-C. At the distal (telomeric) end is an ORF,
commencing at bp 1258, which is a homolog of the human
S-adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase (AHCY) gene. This Drosophila AHCY-like sequence falls within a known transcription unit,
pH200, for which a cDNA has been identified (8). A comparison
of the AHCY-like amino acid sequence with its human cognate
finds 51.5% identity and 64.3% similarity over 423 aa (Table 1 and
Fig. 2B). A high degree of amino acid similarity, 75%, exists
across a region of the protein that contains the putative NAD+binding domain. Starting at bp 5991 and terminating at bp 7535
is an ORF (designated ORF1) of515 aa that shows 30.9% identity
over 97 aa with a human a-actinin protein of 888 aa. There are
no more ORFs likely to code for proteins between ORFi and the
transcription start site for the most distal gene of the BX-C,
Abd-B. The 5' end of the complex therefore is assumed to
commence after bp 7535.
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Table 1. Amino acid comparisons of predicted genes
Gene

Start

Distal to BX-C
S-adenosyl homocysteine
hydrolase-like (AHCY-like)
ORF1 (a-actinin-like)
Within BX-C
Abd-B
Candidate gene 5
abd-A I
New abd-A H
Glucose transporter-like
Ubx
Proximal to BX-C
Low density lipoprotein (LDL)
receptor-like repeats
Serine protease-likei
ORF2

Stop

1,258
5,991

5,002
7,535

23,173
103,713
153,391

55,760
98,375
175,816

195,089
242,871

193,569
320,921

322,431
322,894
323,432
326,067
329,395

322,835
323,400
324,602
327,074
327,553

No. of aa
aligneda

Identity
%

Similarity,b

No. of aa

504
515

423
97

51.5
30.9

64.3
47.4

145

493 (I), 272 (II)
425

ND

ND
ND
507
ND

ND
ND
ND
38.7
ND

ND

330 (I)

ND
ND
ND
23.9
ND

ND
ND
33
ND

100
75
430

35.0
41.3
23.0

42.0

15

48.0
31.6
80.4

14
10

No. of
exons

7d
1
ge

9f
79
5h
1

590 (II)
507
380 (IA), 389 (IB),
363 (IIA), 372 (IIB),
346 (IVA)

4i

135
169
366
336
532

1
1

3k
1

%

Z
valuec

14

122
4'
531
69.5
Chaperonin-containing t-complex
protein-1 y subunit-like
(CCT,y-like)
642
110
1
642
64.6
73.2
no-on transient A-like
336,999 335,074
aHomologs to the predicted genes are human AHCY (30), GLUT3 (31), LDLRL (32), and CCT-y (33); Drosophila snake serine protease (34) and
no-on transient A (35); and chicken a-actinin (36). There are no known homologues to candidate gene 5 and OflF2. Splicing variants of Abd-B
(refs. 8-10; M. Kuziora, personal communication); abd-A (ref. 7; S. Sakonju, personal communication), and Ubx (6, 37) are based on cDNA and
computer analysis.
bThe following amino acid similarities were used: F/Y, A/G, I/L/M/V, N/S/T/Q, R/K, D/E.
cSignificance of the homology is given by the Z value (38). Z > 10 is significant.
dAHCY exons: bp 1258-1618, 1742-1802, 3078-3147, 3298-3964, 4036-4354, 4418-4661, and 4731-5002.
eAbd-B exons: bp 11,204-11,682, 23,173-23,469, 40,142-40,188, 47,337-47,514, 49,199-51,070, 51,828-52,039, 52,124-52,325, 53,590-53,804, and
53,862-55,760. Not shown is a detected, but not sequenced, Abd-B exon (10).
fCandidate gene 5 exons: 103,713-103,603, 103,550-103,489, 101,964-101,913, i01,005-100,824, 100,748-100,643, 100,602-100,535, 98,870-98,789,
and 98,746-98,375.
gabd-A exons: bp 153,391-154,516, 155,540-155,698, 155,800-156,302, 157,130-157,386, 160,969-161,016, 173,083-173,306, and 173,377-175,816.
hPutative abd-A exon: bp 155,434-156,302.
iUbx exons: bp 242,871-244,600, 251,992-252,042, 266,685-266,735, and 318,224-320,921.
iAlthough the homology for the putative serine protease is low, the MOTIFS program identified consensus sequences for the histidine and serine
active sites (ITAAHC and GCSGG, respectively) (25).
kSerine protease exons: bp 323,432-323,767, 323,805-324,041, and 324,078-324,602.
ICCT y exons: bp 329,395-329,362, 329,303-329,242, 329,118-328,658, and 328,591-327,553.

At the proximal (centrometic) end of the complex the Ubx
transcription unit terminates at bp 320,921. The BX-C is
assumed to end before bp 322,431, the start of the first of two
ORFs that GENEFINDER links together. These ORFs show
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FIG. 2. Dot plot comparisons of fly and human genes in SEQ89E. (A) Human glucose transporter 3 (GLUT3) vs. fly glucose transporter-3-like
(GLUT3-like), stringency = 40% amino acid identity. (B) Human S-adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase (AHCY) vs. fly S-adenosylhomocysteine
hydrolase-like (AHCY-like); stringency = 50% identity. (C) Human chaperonin-containing t-complex polypeptide-1 y subunit (CCTy) vs. fly
chaperonin-containing t-complex polypeptide-1 y subunit-like (CCT-y-like), stringency = 70% identity. The comparison window is 100 residues for
all three plots.
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FIG. 3. Known and predicted ABD-A proteins. Numbers below the
line refer to the map positions in kilobases (see Fig. 1). The transcription unit encoding ABD-AI is predicted from a previously sequenced
cDNA (15) and from unpublished S1 nuclease and primer extension
data (M. Lamka and S. Sakonju, personal communication). The
translation start site of ABD-AII is predicted from our own sequence
data, the transcription start site is not known. Filled boxes indicate the
coding portions of the transcript, and open boxes indicate untranslated
sequences.

tein (LRP) (32), and components of the terminal complement
proteins (C9, C8a, C8,B, and C7) (41). This group of proteins
has the motif repeated from 7 to 31 times. Each of the two
ORFs has the motif repeated twice.
The next most proximal gene (bp 323,432-324,602) is composed of three exons and encodes a predicted protein of 291
aa that is homologous to the trypsin-family serine proteases
(42). A comparison with the Drosophila snake-, easter-, and
alpha-encoded serine proteases (34) reveals homologies of
-23% identity and -33% similarity. Although these identities
are low, the predicted protein does contain two motifs, the
histidine and serine active-site signatures (ITAAHC and
GDSGG, respectively) that define all proteases (42).
Starting at bp 326,067 there is an ORF (ORF2) (Table 1) of
336 aa with good Drosophila codon usage but with no known
homologue. Four hundred seventy-nine base pairs from this
ORF, located on the opposite strand, is a gene identified by
GENEFINDER (123.12) that encodes a homolog of the mammalian chaperonin-containing t-complex polypeptide-1 y subunit (CCTy) (33). A comparison of the deduced amino acid
sequence (531 aa) with the mammalian cognate (556 aa)
reveals 69.5% identity and 80% similarity (Fig. 2C). Two
additional putative genes, located even more proximally, are
also transcribed on the opposite strand. The first encodes a
predicted protein of 642 aa from a single ORF. Comparison of
this ORF with the public data bases reveals 64.6% identity and
73.2% similarity with no-on transient A (35). The last ORF in
the sequence is the first coding exon of fasciclin I (43).
A sequence that represents just the BX-C itself has now been
generated, eliminating from SEQ89E the presumably unrelated genes at each end of the sequence. The resultant
sequence, BXCALL, has 314,895 bp and is assumed to approximate closely the BX-C.

DISCUSSION
The need to obtain the entire sequence of the BX-C has long
been pressing, especially in view of the importance of understanding how the master control genes that make up the
complex are themselves regulated and why there is a strong
tendency for the genes of this complex and those of the related
ANT-C to stay tightly linked, with their order along the
chromosome being colinear with their order of expression
along the body axis (1).
The pioneering work of Hogness et al. (40) showed that the
protein-coding region of the Ubx transcription unit is only a
small portion of the total unit-namely, 1167 bp for its longest
variant. The abd-A and Abd-B protein-coding regions are also
a relatively small fraction of the transcription units. In the case
of the ABD-A proteins the putative ABD-AII identified here
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is the longer one and is encoded by 1770 bp. The larger of the
two ABD-B proteins is ABD-BI and is encoded by 1479 bp.
Thus 4416 bp out of 314,895 bp, or 1.4% of BXCALL, encode
the homeodomain-containing proteins.
Transcripts That Do Not Code for Protein. In the bxd region,
a complex set of transcripts ranging in size from 1.1 to 1.3 kb is
detected between 3 and 6 hr of embryogenesis. They have
multiple stop codons and therefore fail to code for protein (11).
Similar noncoding transcripts come from the opposite strand of
the iab-4 region (12). Evidence for the possible importance of
such transcripts comes from studies of the spatial distribution of
RNAs encoded by the bxd region (44) and by the iab-3 to iab-7
cis-regulatory regions (13). We have not been able to predict
probable candidates for such noncoding transcripts, since the high
degree of degeneracy of splice-site junction sequences (45) results
in vast numbers of such sites in BXCALL and, hence, excessive
numbers of possible transcripts. A possible role for the bxd
transcripts as structural RNAs that serve to facilitate the association of cis-regulatory regions has been proposed by one of us
(46). The existence of a gene that generates noncoding polyadenylylated RNAs, as in the case of bxd and iab-4, has been reported
in Schizosaccharomyces pombe. The gene, sme2, generates functional structural RNAs called meiRNA that are required for
meiosis I when complexed with an RNA-binding protein, Mei2
(47). Other examples of noncoding RNAs are XIST, detected
from the inactive human X chromosome (48); H19, an imprinted
RNA derived from human chromosome 7 (49); and omega-n, an
RNA derived from the third chromosome of Drosophila (50).
ORF Analysis. glut-l. The most surprising finding is an ORF
encoding a glucose transporter-like (glut-i) gene located at the
distal end of the bxd region, in the opposite strand relative to that
of Ubx, abd-A, and Abd-B. Prior to this, no genes other than the
HOX genes of the BX-C had been identified by genetic or
molecular analysis. K. McCall and W. Bender (personal communication) have generated a deletion of -10 kb by P-factor excision
that removes glut-i. When homozygous this deletion survives to
adulthood and is phenotypically wild type except for a Uab
phenotype in which the first abdominal (Al) segment is transformed toward the A2 segment. They find that the heterozygote,
as well as the homozygote, has a Uab phenotype and that both
genotypes are associated with misexpression of the ABD-A
protein in Al. Presumably there is a negative cis-regulatory
element (or elements) in the deleted region that is required for
ABD-A expression, but it is unlikely that loss of glut-i from only
one homolog would cause a dominant gain-of-function homeotic
phenotype. Precedent for such genomic organization comes from
the ANT-C, in which such genes as fushi tarazu, amalgam,
zerknullt, and still others are unrelated to, yet interspersed
among, the HOX genes of that complex.
glut-i has no introns, at least in the coding portion of the
gene. Although intronless genes are rare in Drosophila, a
family of such genes encoding glutathione transferase (51) is
known. The human cognate (GLUT3) and the human HOXC
cluster are located in chromosome 12 but in different arms.
In mammalian cells, multiple glucose transporter protein
isoforms are encoded by a family of glucose transporter genes
(31). Our identification of a glucose transporter-like gene in
Drosophila is consistent with the demonstration of a glucose
transport function in Drosophila Kc cells (52). Since adults
lacking glut-i survive we speculate that, as in the mammalian
case, this putative gene may belong to a family of Drosophila
glucose transporter genes and hence be at least partially
dispensable.
abd-A. Support for an additional ABD-A protein comes
from two studies. The first is an analysis by B. Appel and S.
Sakonju (personal communication) of a Western blot that
identifies two ABD-A proteins, 36 and 70 kDa, the larger of
which presumably corresponds to our ABD-AII protein. The
second study is based on an analysis of an abd-A mutant,
abd-AMX2. Although this mutant has a deletion (-3 kb) for the
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known abd-A transcription start site, the homozygous mutant
embryos still express an ABD-A protein in the epidermis and
central nervous system (7). The distal end of this deletion maps
at least 200 bp from the initiation codon of the putative abd-A
ORF, and we speculate that the expression seen in abd-AMX2
mutants is due to the ABD-AII protein.
It is surprising how much of the control of development of
the thorax and abdomen of the fly is accomplished by only
three homeobox-containing genes. Evidently much of that
control rests in the noncoding regions that occur either in the
introns of those genes or in the - 100-kb region between abd-A
and Abd-B and the 67-kb region between Ubx and abd-A. An
unknown fraction of the sequence may involve additional
noncoding RNAs of the bxd and iab-4 types, but whether such
RNAs play a regulatory role is uncertain. An appreciable
fraction of the sequence is expected to contain DNA sequence
motifs. These motifs may play a variety of regulatory roles and
are discussed in the accompanying paper (53).
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